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BUSINESS 

 

Are you a (small) business owner? Have you ever considered using the 

services of a proofreader to go over your promotional content? Here’s why 

this is a great idea. 

 

Would you have your website created by a company offering ‘quality website 

desgin’? Or choose to eat at a five-star restaurant with a menu that offers ‘ice 

scream’ for dessert? Probably not. Yet there are many examples of embarrassing 

typos and bad grammar on billboards, in brochures or on websites that have the 

purpose of attracting clients to do business. 

 

Your clients will judge your brand by the quality of your written communication. To 

maintain a professional image and effective marketing, it is critical that your business 

delivers accurate communications, whether that is through advertising (regardless of 

media), web content, printed brochures, flyers or newsletters. Typos, spelling 

mistakes, bad grammar or poorly worded content can mean the difference between 

winning and losing clients or failing to retain the ones you have – it gives the 

impression of a lack of attention to detail. And, as we all know, first impressions are 

important. You only get one chance. If awkward mistakes in your promotional 

brochure or incorrect information on your website cost you clients, wouldn’t you want 

to do something about it?  

 

That’s where a proofreader or copy-editor comes in. They have an objective eye and 

are trained to spot and correct errors in written text. In addition, they can ‘polish’ the 

text so that it flows well and has the effect you ultimately want it to have on your 

clients. A proofreader or copy-editor makes your documents look professional, with 

consistent, clear and correct contents. 
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A proofreader can also save you money. Imagine an error is spotted in a marketing 

flyer that has just gone to print. If a proofreader had checked the contents before 

printing, this could easily have been avoided. 

 

Let me help you. I have an objective eye and am trained to pick up those sneaky 

errors in written text. I can help you deliver polished and professional content to your 

clients so that you can focus on what you do best and run your business! 

 

Get in touch with me today at sofia@solidproofreading.com to discuss your 

requirements.  
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